Preparation of a mitochondria-targeted and NO-releasing nanoplatform and its enhanced pro-apoptotic effect on cancer cells.
The therapeutic applications of exogenous nitric oxide are usually limited by its short half-life and its vulnerability to many biological substances, thus straightforward and precise spatiotemporal control of NO delivery may be critical to its therapeutic effects. Herein, the mitochondria-targeted and photoresponsive NO-releasing nanosystem is demonstrated as a new approach for cancer treatment. The nanosystem is fabricated by covalently incorporating a NO photo-donor and a mitochondria targeting ligand onto carbon-dots; accordingly, multi-functionalities (mitochondria-targeting, light-enhanced efficient NO-releasing, and cell imaging) are achieved. The in vitro NO release profiles for the nanosystem show that the duration of NO release from the present C-dot-based nanosystem containing immobilized SNO can be extended up to 8 hours or more. Upon cellular internalization, the nanosystem can target mitochondria and release NO. The action of the nanosystem on three cancer cell lines is evaluated; it is found that the targeted NO-releasing system can cause high cytotoxicity towards the cancer cells by specifically damaging their mitochondria. Additionally, light irradiation can amplify the cell apoptosis by enhancing NO release. These observations demonstrate that incorporating mitochondria-targeting ligand onto a NO-releasing system can enhance its pro-apoptosis action, thereby providing new insights for exploiting NO in cancer therapy.